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Lloyd S. Etheredge

[Paper prepared for presentation to the Policy Sciences Institute, October 24 - 26, 1997, in 

New Haven, CT. Comments are welcomed by the author and may be addressed to lloyd.

etheredge@yale.edu.]

     If you were the World Bank, and decided to take responsibility for Global Knowledge

Management, what principles might usefully guide your investments? This paper makes

recommendations at two levels: the  practical design of a  globa l network of World Bank

Resource Centers; and identification of five shared intel lectual tasks that would  benefit

from a reflective and integrating role by the World Bank itself.
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     These are provisional recommendations: The best answers may not yet be known. A

process to learn from experience is part of the initial design at both levels.

I. World Bank Resource Centers - A Global Network

     The basic recommendation is that the World Bank identify an initial set of key prob-

lems and fund existing institutions to create a network of electronically-linked World Bank

Resource Centers to manage knowledge in different domains. Specifically:

A.  Distributed Processing

     There is no necessity for the World Bank to make major increases in its personnel or

library acquisitions in Washington. The rapid internationa l growth of the Internet makes

distributed processing feasible. A single Web site can integrate and access a  virtual library

and include links that, behind the scenes, connect an inquirer to different geographic

locations.

B. Value-added purchasing, competition, and experimentation

     The World Bank should solicit competitive bids from existing libraries and research

centers to become World Bank Resource Centers in fields of interest (e.g., Renewable

Energy; Desert Agriculture; Environmental Management), add resources for personnel,

equipment, and expanded library holdings to give the new Resource Center the capacity to

serve a global role effectively; and award grants to several applicants in each field. Grants
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will be renewable through a competitive process every three yea rs.  

     The support of several Centers in each field is designed to encourage experimentation

and competition. A basic degree of elec tronic commonal ity should be required, to perm it

the work of each Center to be easily accessed by other Centers and end-users, but unifor-

mity of knowledge indexing, storage, and retrieval systems will not be required.
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 The basic

rule should be that any specific Center �s on-line catalog and indexing aids can add identifi-

ers to the common system, and organiz e knowledge in a variety of ways (some of them

experimental or provisional
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) that assist its purposes and users, but it cannot remove

identifiers. In creating a  global v irtual digital library, summed across individual digital

libraries, transla tion is sufficient ; uniformity is unnecessary. 
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C. User Reciprocity

     A third guideline is that the World Bank should convey an expectation of reciprocity to

users  of World Bank Resource Centers. The key to efficient Global Knowledge Manage-

ment is e lectronic  availability, and users should act in good faith to support the benefits of

electronic availab ility of information, and new communication technologies, for interna-

tional science, health, and education. For example , scientific disciplines should  be encour-

aged to make the scientific journals in each field available in electronic form. Governments

should  make their data and publications available in standard electronic form. The World

Bank itself should take responsibility for achieving electronic ava ilability of policy-relevant

knowledge and, if appropriate, add resources to its grants for a transitional period to

facilitate this objective.
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D. First-Contact Desks: Developing Knowledge about Serving Users
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     World Bank grants should include funds to establish First Contact desks, and a

professional cadre of experts who can facil itate the use of World Bank Resource Centers.

Funds also should be supplied so that these First Contact officers are backed by networks

of experts who have agreed, for a fee, to respond to a limited number of queries and to have

their answers be  circulated by the Center. 

     The basic reason for First Contact Officers is that refining questions, often, should

occur before it is clear what information or knowledge is needed. Unless one knows the

context of the question, and of the questioner, the search for useful knowledge may be

unproductive. A government official who asks for copies of international agreements

concerning water rights may really want this information. But he may be engaging in a

project in which he really wants to know how to bring disputing parties into a process

which eventually results in lasting agreement.

     Too, many challenges related to sustainable development and other global problems
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require local and voluntary initiatives.
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 The First Contact Officers should be prepared, on

the basis of experience with users, to support the work of NGOs and local groups with

relevant knowledge of current projects, in addition to providing assessments of scientific

literature and other published inform ation to senior policy officials.

     The growing experience of these First Contact professionals is a key to making the

retrieval task more efficient. A list  of Frequently Asked Questions can be developed; and

First Contact Officers can build networks of personal contacts with a wide range of

government officials, groups, and scientists in many countries to strengthen their ability to

monitor what is happening worldwide. The job requires unique individuals, but it would be

wise to include the budget to recruit them and support their work.

E.  Self-Initiating Updates

     A final principal is that a World Bank Center shou ld be more engaged, and active, than

a traditional library. It should have an advisory panel that commissions, subjects to peer

review, and issues updates whenever the current cognitive maps or existing stock of

conventional wisdom needs to be revised about important issues.
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II. Integration in Knowledge Management

      Knowledge can be stored and managed by World Bank Resource Centers topic-by-

topic. But there are five intellectual tasks that are comm on to policymaking across prob-

lems. 
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 In these areas, alert and rapid cumulation across fields and cross-fertilization may

require individuals (and special teams) with  unusua l ability and training, and wide profes-

sional purviews, that are not readily obtainable by adding resources, at the margin, to

existing libraries and research centers. Each of the tasks is, to a degree, a public good. The

World Bank may want to do these in-house, to meet the needs of its own knowledge

management work and to assure that grantee Resource Centers are working together to

support this higher level of integrated knowledge cumulation.

A. Goal-setting

Community goal-setting is an intellectual (and political) task across all areas of

policy, and the World Bank has recognized the importance of aspects of cooperative goal-

setting in its current emphasis upon partnership developm ent. Similarly, there are now a

large number of processes (with different names) for aspects of this task: agenda-building;

negotiation and conflict resolution; community developm ent; regional  planning; organiza-

tional development; the development of civil society, etc.

     In this spir it, Lasswell  and McDougal emphasize that knowledge cumulation about goal
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setting should give priority to methods, including the development of shared vision: 

 �It is precisely at times such as these that goal clarification, both within

particular groups and across group lines, should eschew obsessive retrospec-

tivity and develop methods for the re-evaluation and reformation of goals

and the clarification of common interests. Disciplined imagination as well as

a variety of other methods . . . may be necessary. �
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     It seems likely that collective goal-setting can be done better: For example, a continuing

concern in public policy is to encourage individuals and institutions to act with greater

degrees of abstraction and foresight. To be better informed (i.e., one of the goals of the

knowledge-management activit y of the World Bank). And often (e.g., in the case of human

rights) advocates of humanitarian goals want to learn how to engage or increase moral,

empathetic, and altruistic motivations and expenditures.

B.) Measurement, retrieval, and display of data

     The second common task is measurement of trends in key indicators: economic,

political, health, social and educational, environmental. Unless any policy process has

accurate data about past experience and current circumstances, intelligent decision making

is dead in the water. The World Bank has a compelling interest to assure the comprehen-

siveness and reliabilit y of basic data, and it already plays a leading role in assembling a

subset of desirable global measures.

     For Global Knowledge Management in the information age, an emerging task is to

assure that data from different sources can be retrieved quickly and integrated for display

and analysis. This capacity is especially helpful for geographically-based data, where the

ability to create map overlays can be critical for environmental science and for tasks of

inter-organization cooperation in both routine planning and emergencies.
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    [Visual feedback mechanisms also may play a vital and unexpected role in creating and

sustaining motivation to solve the  problems. For example, the cooperation of NGOs and

the private sector to assure fresh water in substantial areas of Africa might be aided by  war-

room like displays that show each site where a deep well, or another solution, is still

needed. Or that displays a red  �X  � to indic ate each village where infant mortality remains

above a targeted level. Etc.]

C.) Causal Modeling

     The third intellectual task is causal modeling. The World Bank probably does not need

to assume a leading role in Global Knowledge Management concerning causation in the

physical sciences or biomedical world, where the ex isting mechanism s of the scientific
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community and academic institutions seem to work well.
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     However, the same forecast is not true in the social and behavioral sciences. Refined

analyses of causal mechanisms do not necessarily cumulate across boundaries of academic

disciplines and the World Bank probably cannot trust the social and behavioral sciences to

move as rapid ly as the b iomedical sciences to provide polic y-relevant knowledge. Much

more may be needed than simply supplying grants to existing university-based

institutions.
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D.) Forecasting

      The fourth common intellectual task is forecasting.
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 There is a wide range of parallel,

sometimes-communicating/sometimes-not-communicating m ethods in many fields. For

international policy, the timeliness and credibility of forecasting methods will be vital

because governments often are urged  to make policy to prevent future problems that can be

established only by these methods. (The growth of population; global warming; the

identification of potential humanitarian emergencies; and the threat of emerging and

reemerging infectious diseases are example s of current government policies that partly rely

upon expert agreement concerning good forecasting methodolog y.)

     One of the unanswered, self-reflective questions that the World Bank might wish to

engage is whether there are warnings that are vital to human welfare which should be

given, but are not being given.

E.) Alternatives - W hat �s Next?

     The fifth intellectua l task is to design alte rnatives to current policies. If things are not on

track, what do we do next? This is the arena of learning and creativity. It also is the

opportunity for the World Bank and/or other Global Knowledge Managers to design

experiments that are informative for the g rowth of science, for policy makers, or both.
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     This design of new policy alternatives can be informed by the four other intellectual

tasks in which the World Bank plays a reflect ive and  integrating role. (For example, the

rapid change in global communication technology - a trend that knowledge of the relevant

causal processes suggests will continue - implies that the World Bank may want to invent

and recommend experiments , across a range of policy areas, to cumulate knowledge about

the new contributions these capabilities can make.)

[Rev. 10/29/97]

Endnotes
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1. A wide range of classic discussions can be consulted in Mark Stefik ( Ed.), Internet Dreams: A rchetypes, Myths, and

Metaphors  (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1 996 ). For example, the still-excellent list of 25 criteria for developing

 �procognitive systems � by J . C. R . Licklider �s Libraries of the Future project (1965 ) under written by the Ford

Foundation, pp. 27 - 29.

2. A common system that permits an unambiguous reference to each item will be required (e.g., indexing each book by

a unique ISD N num ber; including author, title, publication date, and other traditional information in standard form).

But each C enter would be permitted to add u nique identifiers or configu re its on-line catalog to meet the needs of its

users: for example, a Report concerning economic planning for Central American development might also be

classified, by different Centers with different purposes, by its strategies to improv e rural health; by the methods u sed to

forecast foreig n investm ent to the region ; by the orga nizing p rocesses tha t were used to a chieve the ca pacity for

region al plan ning ; as an  inno vativ e politic al and econo mic p acka ge for  settlin g an d prev entin g civi l wars ; etc. See

Rober t Kahn �s and V inton C erf �s discuss ion of electronic  agents ( � knowbo ts �) as  an alterna tive to impos ed uniform ity

across digital libraries in Stefik ( Ed.), op, cit., pp. 34 - 37.

3. For example, the World Bank has u ndertaken experiments to qu ery its own exper ts about the literature concerning

transition from a state-planned to a market economy, indexing th eir persona l libraries in exch ange for th eir

commentaries and schema (e.g.,  �best review article abo ut � . . . et c.). Such annota ted reading lists, preserving

alternative personal schem a from different scholars , are the type of innovation and experimentation that should be

encouraged.

     For sustainab le development, a model knowledge storag e and retrieval system ha s been developed by N azli Choucri

at MIT: a participating research Center could experiment with Choucri coding, and evaluate the results, without

excluding other systems. 

     Similarly, a Center might c reate hypertext links between books an d reviews of the books, for on-line review. See for

example, the excerpt from Vannevar Bush �s classic  �As We May Think � (1945) in Stefak  (Ed.) , op. cit., pp. 15 - 20.

4. Computers can operate, behind the scenes, on top of many different traditional, legacy systems - and new systems -

for classification: Dewey Decimal, Library of Congress , UN docu ment num ber, ISBN, etc. The obser ved capa city of

government agencies - at least within the United States - to design, contract-for, and impose new, uniform data

systems outside of military age ncies  also s ugge sts it i s an u nrea listic g oal. See Steven  Kelm an, Procureme nt and P ublic

Mana gement: The Fear of Discretion and  the Quality of Governm ent Performance (Washington, DC: AEI Press,

1990).

5. G overn men ts mi ght a lso sh ould b e enco urag ed to a dopt ele ctron ic cop yrigh t requ ireme nts, a ssur ing th at all

publishers  over a spec ified size (an d the g overn men t itself ) will submit a version  of any publication  in a standard

electron ic form at bef ore cop yrigh t is gra nted. 

6. I am indebted to Lynn Etheredge for a discussion of these issues.

7. I am indebted to R oberta Klein and Ron Brunner for their emphasis upon these gaps and oppor tunities in

 �Har vesting Experience: A Reappraisal of the U. S. Climate Change Action Plan. �  Unp ublis hed xe rox, 1 997 . 

8. The Center also might experiment with Internet multicasting. The opportunity to see, hear - and question -

advisers, as well as read their ideas, m ay assist know ledge transfer. A prototype of a regularly-scheduled global

colloquium  series for profes sionals, develop ed for evalua tion by the in ternationa l scientific com munit y, may be viewed

at Yale Medical School: http://info.med.yale.edu/EIINet.

9. Th is sec tion d raws  sub stan tially u pon th e cont ribu tions  of Ha rold La sswe ll and h is as socia tes. See for example,

Harold D. Las swell a nd M yres S . McD ouga l, Jurisprudence for a Free Society: Studies in Law, Science, and Policy.

(New Haven: New Haven Press, 1992), vol. 1, pp 35 - 38, 196 - 2 01; Harold D. Las swell, A Pre-View of Policy

Sciences.  (NY: Elsevier, 1971); G arry Brewer and Peter deLeon, The Foundations of Policy Analys is (Homewood, IL:

Dorsey Press, 1983).
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10. Op. cit., pp. 197  - 19 8. 

11. For example, during hu manitarian  interventions in  Africa, the a bility of many g overnments an d institutions to

share information about locations and movements of refugees, locations of supplies and clinics, locations of fresh

water, locations of disease outbreaks, etc. helps a wide range of international institutions.

12. For example, there has been a tenfold increase in the worldwide use of the National Library of Medicine (US) on-

line databases since inhibiting fees were removed on June 26, 1997, and the current annual rate is 60 million hits/year.

Assi stan ce mi ght b e neede d to provide f ull-tex t retriev al, bu t the co re sys tem a ppea rs sou nd an d usef ul.  Gra tefully

Yours, September/Octob er, 199 7, p. 1. The Web site is www.nlm.nih.gov.

13. American academic economists, as Solow notes, ha ve becom e  �modelers, �  rather  than  being eng aged in ra pid

knowledge cumu lation based on as tute observation and aler t generalization, or the use of causal variables (e.g., cultural

or psycho logical) that a re deemed the p rovince of oth er disciplines. T his insula rity may be especially unfortunate for

the stu dy of e cono mic d evelopmen t. See Robert Solow,  �How D id Economics G et That Way and W hat Way Did It

Get? � Daedalus, 126:1 (W inter, 1997), pp. 39-58. And for a broader critique, Charles E. L indb lom, Inquir y and

Chang e: The Troubled Attempt to Understand and Shape Society. (New Haven, CT: Yale Univ ersity Press, 1992).

14. An example of integration across fields is William Ascher, Forecasting: An Ap praisal for Policy-Makers and

Planners (Baltimo re, MD: Joh ns Hop kins Un iversity Press, 1978).

15. For examp le, testing ideologica l assum ptions m ight be us eful to the polic y process worldwide, even if this is not the

highest prio rity of academic scientists or some national governments.


